
YOU CAN FACE TOMORROW  
WITH CONFIDENCE
PASTOR FRED MENDOZA

TABLETALK STARTERS
(For family devotions and Life Groups)March

PLEASE TAKE TIME TO DISCUSS THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS AT YOUR DINING TABLE WITH YOUR FAMILY. 
PLEASE BRING YOUR ANSWERS TO THESE QUESTIONS TO YOUR LIFE GROUP FOR GROUP DISCUSSION.   

1.  Comment on, “Temporal tomorrow is a series of passing days that become irreversible  
     yesterday, like last Sunday that is now irreversible yesterday.”  

2.  What grabs you regarding the seriousness of the temporal and eternal tomorrows we all     
     face?  Read 2 Cor. 5:9-11. 

3.  How does faithful stewardship or management of our God-given time and assets help us  
     to face tomorrow with confidence?  Discuss.

Read:  John 14:15-17, 19, 21, 23, 27
4.  Who is the Holy Spirit to us believers that we must rely on His presence with us?  Refer  
     to sermon outline, Point A. 2.

5.  How do you apply to your present condition or situation the six different  
     meanings“Paracletos”?

6.  How does Jesus’ assuring pledge in v. 19 encourage you to face tomorrow?

7.  How does loving Jesus and obeying His teaching make you confident to face tomorrow?

Prayer

Introduction:  

1. Everybody faces two tomorrows: Temporal tomorrow and Eternal  
    tomorrow.  This is why St. Paul wrote 2 Corinthians 5:9-11.   

2. How can we face our tomorrows with confidence?

  a.  Be a good steward or manager of our God-given time and talents to prepare    
            ourselves to be successful in life because success brings confidence.

  b.  But we must always put our total confidence in God, not in our temporal  
            success that can easily be lost.

Text:  John 14:15-23

To face our tomorrows with confidence, Jesus tells us to:
A. Rely on the PRESENCE of the Holy Spirit in us (vv. 15-17)
 
1. Jesus introduced the Holy Spirt as “another Counselor”

  a.  “Another” means, “another of the same kind”; meaning, the Holy Spirit is  
            “another Counselor” like Jesus 

  b.  Counselor in the Greek is Paracletos. PARA means, “alongside” and  
            KLETOS means “to call.”    

2. To face our tomorrows with confidence, we must rely on the presence of the  
    Holy Spirit...

  a.  As our Advocate who speaks to the Father in our behalf like Jesus does,
 
  b.  As our Counselor who gives us wise counsel to make right decisions, 
 
  c.  As our Encourager when we are weary, depressed and discouraged,
 
  d.  As our Friend who sticks with us closer than a brother,

  e.  As our Helper when we feel weak to face the challenges of life,

  f.  As our Guide in our spiritual journey.   

B. Rely on the assuring PLEDGE of Jesus    

1. Jesus assured His disciples , “Because I live, you also will live” (v. 19).

  a.  Jesus’ pledge is based on His triumphant death and resurrection.

  b.  Jesus’ pledge assures us of victory whatever our temporal tomorrow may  
            bring us.

2. Ira Stamphill wrote, “ I Know Who Holds Tomorrow.”
 

 

 19 & 20
C. Do the PART Jesus wants us to do 

1. The part Jesus wants us to do is to love Him and to obey His    
     teaching (vv. 15, 21, 23) 

2. Jesus’ promise to those who will love Him and obey His teaching (vv. 21, 23)

3. Jesus’ another promise to those who will love Him and obey His teaching (v. 27).

Concluding Challenge: To give us confidence to face our temporal and eternal  
                                         tomorrows, what must we do?

 


